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Senate Holds Women;
Ponders Rush Changes
Campus Senate tabled proposed
legislation on women's hours in
action Tuesday.
Senate withheld final action until President Lund consults fac- -

Council Slates

Seating Session
With Morse
Student Council's main discussion Monday centered on sale of
at basketball
seats
reserved
games and senior comprehensive
examinations.
Council scheduled a meeting
with athletic director Phil Morse
next Monday to discuss the proposal for reserved seating at
basketball games.
The reservation system planned for basketball games this
winter will set aside 100 to 200
seats per game in the center
bleacher section for reserved admission. Season tickets will cost
$18 for adults and outside students and $3 for Kenyon students
and faculty.
Admission to Kenyon students
will be free for regular seating.
Single game tickets will ba
available on a first come first
serve basis from 2:30 p.m. to 4
p.m. Cost for students and faculty will be 50e
Bob
Council Representative
Maclntyre raised the issue of
senior comps, and suggested that
the first exams be given in spring
so second tests could be administered at the normal time for
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E asrer for Peace

ulty opinion in an open faculty
meeting next Monday.
In other action, Senate tabled
a report from Interfraternity
Council recommending that high
beer be served at Rush parties.
The report noted that Rush
should introduce freshmen to
"the realities of the social scene
at Kenyon" by creating a more
during
environment
"realistic"
rush. One Senator commented
that rush parties should not be
"beer parties," but rather simply
an opportunity for freshmen to
meet fraternity members.
Another Senator pointed out
that since Rush is a recognized
part of the College program, the
College would be directly sanctioning the illegal use of alcoholic
drinks on campus. The proposal
was referred back to IFC for
further consideration.
The IFC also reported it has
ruled that bands will be limited
to the last weekend of rush. The
report stated the move should in-- !
crease contact between actives
and freshmen. In other action
the report recommended rush begin the first weekend of the College session to end rushing as
soon as possible.
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ISRAELI AMBASSADOR Avraham Harmon addresses a Kenyon
audience in Rosse Hall during his recent visit here.

Olson to Arrive at

Poetry Workshop

Toby Olson, a young poet of auspices of the newly-create- d
some reknown, will be on campus Poetry Workshop.
Olson will arrive on campus
visit under the
for a three-da- y
Dec. 8, and stay here through
Sunday.
Main feature of his visit will
be extended consideration of the
work of Kenyon poets. Any stuOn
dent wishing to submit up to
Grinnell College has abolishthree poems for consideration
ed women's hours in action should contact Jeffrey Fisher this
taken recently at the Iowa evening or tomorrow. All poems
college.
will be mailed to Olson this
President Glenn Leggell said weekend.
the Board of Trustees approved
Friday and Saturday of his visit
the new policy in the belief will be given over to appoint"that any regulation of college ments of up to an hour with stuwomen's hours, either by the dents submitting poems. Olson
college or by the individual, is will give a reading of his own
a matter of security
rathsr poetry Friday evening.
The Sunday session will be a
than morality and that reasonable security can be assured
meeting between Olson and the
within the residences without entire Workshop. The poet will
the necessity of the college's
use a tape recorder extensively,
arbitrary having individuals record their
an
maintaining
own work, and then criticizing
'hours' system."
Dean of Women Alice O. the reading on the playback.
Low said the decision was
tajcen after lengthy consideration by all groups concerned.
She staled the move would
mean "the responsibility must
rest with the individual student."

Grinnell Relaxes
Women Hours

those who fail. The project was
to Council's Acaheaded by
demic Committee
Mark Sullivan.
Sullivan reported the Academic
Committee is currently studying
abolition of Saturday classes. A
questionnaire on the subject will
distributed before Christmas.
Distribution
of the Long
Awaited Telephone Petition was
rumored to be imminent.

Antioch Group
Speaks Here on
Draft Protest

,

Three members of the Yellow
Springs Resistance spoke with
Kenyon students last week on the
v. T
current draft protest.
The Resistance, a group of
Antioch College students and
townpeople, is designed to coordinate draft card turning in.
The group is collecting cards to
send to Washington, rather than
1 it
!
directly to local boards, as a number of protesters did October 20.
Some 200 draft cards were turned
in at that time.
Members of the Resistance emphasized the decision to turn in a
draft card is up to the individual,
and pointed out that those who
?
turned in cards on October 20
have been given nine month to
two year jail sentences.
Several members of the Resistgave opinions against the
ance
...
III!
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THE CHAPEL is the scene this weekend for Hell, as Greg Lenske draft. One called it "unnecesand Robert Allman prepare for Drama 200's performance of "Don sary." One Quaker said he
DRAFT, Page 4
Juan in Hell."
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Avraham Harmon, Israeli Ambassador to the U.S., has called for
direct negotiations between mid-ea- st
powers in a series of talks
on the Kenyon campus recently.
Addressing a news conference
at 3 p.m., Nov. 20, Harmon favored treaties between Israel and
the Arab states with permanent
boundaries and mutual obligations. He was optimistic that
negotiators could meet in "good
faith" and work out
obligations."
He called a peaceful settlement
"inconceivable"
without ending
the Suez blockade on Israeli shipping. "The Suez is an international waterway," he said, "and
the only conceivable justification
for closing such a waterway is a
state of war."
Harmon was confident there
would be no further major military action in the mid-eas- t.
He
said Israel would honor all ceasefire agreements.
He expressed
concern over continued sabotage
and raiding at the armistice lines,
but said this sort of action is
"limited" in its effect.
Harmon said Israel is seriously
concerned over Soviet aid in rebuilding Arab military power,
and said his nation must take
steps "to see it does not fall behind."
The Ambassador stated Israel
would pull back from temporary
cease-fir- e
lines when negotiations
established permanent borders.
"Israel is seeking a permanent
solution," he said, and pointed out
experience has shown a temporary armistice will not work.
Ambassador
Harmon
spoke
emotionally in reply to a question
about Israeli use of napalm. "I
have a daughter of 18 who joined
the army," he said,, "and this is
more serious than using napalm!
There is no alternative because
the existence of my country depends on it! My son has had to
fight on the Syrian front, and I
am extremely upset by what he
has had to do there. Nobody
likes to use napalm. But I know
the apalling waste of resources in
Israel, and I can understand a
commander deciding that to destroy a military base the thing to
use is napalm. Again I repeat,
the existence of our country depends on it."
Harmon spoke at 7 p.m. in
Rosse on the history of the mid-ea- st
conflict and the current situation.
The conflict began, he said, in
late 1947 when the U.N. created
the state of Israel from the British protectorate of Palestine.
After a period of guerilla warfare, the Arab armies openly invaded after the British pulled out
in May 1948. In late 1948, the U.
N. restored a shaky peace, and
the sides met for armistice talks,
See ISRAEL, Page 4
"self-enforci-

turned over

tinue the evolutionary process,
beyond man. He envisions a
Nietzsche-lik- e
superman and a
"religion based on biology." Shaw
feels things could be better and
opposes a complacent God "who
rested and called this world
good."
Don Juan, Shaw's spokesman,
See HELL. Page 4
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Drama 200 Features
"Don Juan In Hell"
"Don Juan in Hell" a talkathon
written by George Bernard Shaw,
will play Friday and Saturday
night at 8:30 in the Church of the
Holy Spirit.
Admission is 50e for students,
75e for the public; tickets will be
sold at lunch in Pierce Hall today
through Saturday.
n
The cast includes Robert
as Don Juan; Greg Lenske,
the Devil; Mark Nielsen the
statue, and Nadene Strome as
Dona Anna. Miss Strome, a Gambier resident, is a devotee of past
seasons of Kenyon theatre. The
play is directed by Chris Connell,
stage manager is Tom McAdams.
Connell has called the play a
talkathon because it is a iy2 hour
discussion of Shaw's philosophy
of life. He adapted the setting
from the Mozart opera "Don
Giovanni," in which four characters meet in hell. These four
"take everything that we regard
as true and make it false." By
satirizing the "characteristic
earthly virtues of love, honor and
justice" Shaw creates several
moral reversals that are intended
to cause the reader to reexamine
his values and institutions," according to Connell.
Shaw would have the reader
believe that love is an illusion;
that the purpose of man and
woman is to procreate and con- -
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Symposium Hosts Castanada
Hector Castanada, Professor of
Philosophy at Wayne State University, will speak tomorrow
afternoon on "Other Minds."
The address is scheduled for 4
p.m. in the Salomon Lounge of
South Hanna.
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"The world should be satisfied
with nothing short of real peace
Avraham Harmon

The Freshman Problem
A little more than ten years ago, Kenyon built its first freshman
from
dormitory and began the freshman campus about a half-mil- e
the academic and social centers on campus. At that time, separating
freshmen from the rest of the students seemed like a good idea, because it gave the freshmen time to integrate themselves into the new
life of the college community without getting lost in it.
After ten years of use, we question this separation.
Today, the freshman dormitories are largely responsible for
keeping the first year man separate from the vital centers of the
community, and hence retard his assimilation into the college rather
than helping it. We would call this separation one of the two basic
reasons for freshman disillusion with the College, the other being
the unavoidable size and impersonality of many introductory courses.
The various facets of separation are obvious and we do not need
,
to consider them in depth. Most organizations are run by upperclass-menand freshmen are often left with the less important jobs and
their involvement becomes peripheral. They are part of a fraternity
principally as pledges with various duties, and do not have the close
connections with the intellectual and social life of the community
that living in a division affords. The one major exception to this state
of affairs is participation on the athletic teams.
The result of this peripheral involvement leaves many freshmen
to their own devices, resulting in estrangement and isolation that
might well be prevented by closer contact with the essence of the
college life on the Hill. The sense of unity in the freshmen class
would no doubt be lost, but then the college is not structured on a
class basis, but rather on a fraternity basis.
The mechanics of such a change are not simple, and we make no
mistakes on that point. The questions of what to do with freshman
dormitories and what to do with 250 more people on the Hill are
serious indeed. Also such problems as housing freshmen in the division with their fraternity after pledging must be solved.
We do not, however, feel these problems are insurmountable.
With the women's college, the social center of gravity might well
shift off the Hill, and it would then not be unreasonable to house independents in frosh dormitories, particularly if some sort of social
center is built in that end of town. Such a move might represent a
bifurcation of the community, but then won't the women's college do
the same thing? Further, upperclass independents would be much
more capable of providing a satisfactory social and intellectual life
than freshmen.
Whatever solutions are possible, we urge the Senate and the
powers that be to seek them out. Gambier is isolated enough as a
whole, and further isolating one part of the community from the rest
does not make for a healthy state of affairs.
D.W.H.
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ture in the new Hika, too much
to cover adequately in this space.
The issue as a whole is the best
I've seen at Kenyon, a comparison I make for the sake of
only. By way of due

per-speci- ve

South Gay St.

Mount Vernon, Ohio

praise, Daniel Epstein's first Hika
reflects an impeccable taste for
intelligent and serious literature;
he and his staff have put together
a collection of poems, fiction and
criticism that speaks well of Ken-yon- 's
literary scene.
"The Sound of One Hand Clap- -

Letter to the Editor

Student Opposes Tucker
Viet Nam Protest Ideas
To

Staff:
Robert Maclntyre, Charles Verral, Tom Sawyer, Dave
Balfour, Richard Baehr, Steve Silber, Matt Kaplan, Richard Alper, Stephen Christy, Gary Rosenthal, Greg Lenske,
Harold Levy, Michael Venus, Paul Douglas, Cris Calhoun,
Chuck Kenrick, Tom Baley, Ron Smith, Jim Nordberg,
Robert Andrews, David Robinson.
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Hika Reflects Impeccable Taste
by Gerry Goldschmidt

Journal of Student Opinion
Gambier, Ohio 43022

Box 308

COLLEGIAN

the Editor:

The past months have seen certain elements in the Peace Movea more militant
phase of dissent. It is important
to understand the reasoning underlying this stance; for in its implications is contained more than
a view on a particular issue,
rather a condemnation of the
American political system. The
article by John Tucker in the
October 28 issue of The Collegian
exemplifies this line of thought;
this letter hopes to point out the
deficiencies of the position thereindividual disobein advocated
dience, for the purpose of interfering with and disrupting the
government.
The American political system
operates within a framework that
has evolved over a period of two
hundred years of rule and is
based on principles and procedures which extend even further
back in time. It is a system of
law, with definite processes for
action and change. It is a system
of limits in which both the government and the individual must
fulfill certain demands and are
denied certain activities. Constitutionally, the courts protect the
realm of each. However, ultimately it is the people's acceptance of the basic tenets of the
system, that allows it to operate
with effect. The government indeed has no claim to "sanctity" in
the loaded sense in which Tucker
uses the word, but it does have a
very real claim to respect and
obedience. The government not
only functions under the framework which has developed, but
the effective operation of the
government insures that the
framework itself exists. Man
could not pursue any objective
were he not assured that his pursuits were protected from arbitrary interference. He could not
even pursue a moral objective or
strive for moral development
without this protection. Thus
even morality can exist only in a
political context, especially on a
national level. Mr. Tucker, however, advocates a system in which
the individual has a right to not
only question but to interfere
with legal government activity.
He offers as an excuse the fact
that normal guaranteed processes
"have failed to change the government's course." Failure to obtain one's end is thus the justification for disregarding the government or, the government is
fine as long as it agrees with me.
If one does advocate a policy designed to alter the processes of a
government, he should be willing
and able to explain how his system is morally and politically
superior.
What Tucker seems to presuppose is that government is a suppressant to the natural morality
of the individual "taking action

ment initiating

Barncord Shoe Repair
Soling and Heeling
37 Public Square

Mount Vernon

ping," by Artur Kosiakowski, describes the kind of consciousness
which produces projective verse,
shows how projective verse
the reader's state of mind,
and talks about a few contemporary poets. The style of the article harnesses into smooth compliance an expansive understanding of all that projectivism is and
represents. Mr. Kosiakowski is
persuasive in a way uncommon
to most critics.
One question occurs to me,
arising from the statement: "A
projective poem, when it is
differs from other objects
and other poems only insofar as
it silences springs of thought,
thoughts of tradition, ego games
of evaluation and interior monologues." It seems peculiar and
futile for a poet to write a poem
with the intention of doing this
silencing, or rather, of finding
the words that will produce such
an effect in the reader. Theoretically, all objects and events
are projective if we could allow
them to be; some, such as "a light
suddenly flashed in the dark" or
"a skull outlined by candlelight,"
are almost certain to strike the
consciousness in this way. Therefore, wouldn't a poet be more assured of success, or at least
equally asured, if he went about
frighening people with a powerful flashlight or giving them some
such object to make them see
Why, in
passively, reflectively?
other words, should a poet recreate in a poem the same conditions that exist elsewhere?
If the above criterion alone
determines what projective poetry
is, then twentieth century tech
nology is far more capable of
handling what projective verse
sets out to do.
In all likelihood, the question
is my problem
and not Mr.
Kosiakowski's. And it is not really that much of a problem when
I consider how much the article
does say, how much it is aware
of implicitly. Robert Zeek's introduction provides some useful
background material and relates
projective verse to other kinds
See HIKA, Page 4
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'against the government;' i.e. having the courage of their own convictions." This view fails to take
into account three things. First,
that even if Tucker's view of
morality were correct and worthy
of respect, not everyone is as
morality enlightened as he; thus
the government can prevent even
those morally more corrupt than
it (in Tucker's terms) from forcing it to undertake even more
dubious objectives; for example,
the government does not thus indulge in a war for simply eco
nomic purposes. Second, a government susceptible to disruption
from every individual or group
disagreeing with its policies could
undertake nothing but a struggle
for survival. Third, as above, the
morality of the individual can
only exist in the framework provided by a positive government.
For example, Tucker's dissent is
possible because we have a political system in which dissent has
a role; there is no a priori reason
for suggesting that the anarchic
stance of Tucker should not be
suppressed. Indeed some people
feel that it should be. Tucker's
system, in which the individual
is supreme over the government,
logically encourages those who
feel Tucker should be silenced to
attempt this. In short, intolerance
and the refusal to accept authority regardless to its claim to
legitimacy can culminate only in
an unknown and insecure state,
a state which by no means can be
justified by the assumption of a
moral superiority. Tucker has
deemed political superiority not
even worthy of examination, dis- and that even if it could, its posiregarding the possibility that tive, though indirect, aim of endmoral superiority may depend on ing the war would result.
poltical superiority.
If one feels the war is unquali-fiabl- y
wrong morally, and I will
The above presupposes that
Tucker's views would have even never deny that this has no basis
the immediate effect he hopes for in fact or no place in the political
the disruption of government. arena, then he has a compelling
This is subject to question. First, moral obligation to undertake a
the process through which a re- course of action designed to end
spectable action or group is con- the war. One cannot condone the
demned by use of a distorted reduction of the larger moral
association with disreputable ac- question of the war itself to a
tions or groups is unfortunate subservient position in relation to
and condemnable
as Tucker individual morality; this is the
points out in the second para- inevitable result if one fails to
graph of his article; it has this undertake the most practical
odious quality no matter who course to end the war. This
practices
To course must be consistent with
this
technique.
possible
equate Johnson's demands for the long range morality
even
cessation of dissent with "Fuhrer-prinzip,- " only within a viable state
among other similar if it is in itself not morally uncomparisons, is a gross distortion tainted. Tucker's approach is not
of the truth, although I disagree this reasonable course and by rewith Johnson on this issue. Thus fusing to consider any other
even such an advocate of truth helps to retard its development,
and morality as Tucker tends to if such a development is possible.
fall victim to a need to replace But perhaps the most unfortunate
reason with simple polemic. It is result of such diatribes by those
not surprising that the minds of of Tucker's ilk is that they not
many leaders and citizens associ- only fail to effectuate, but lead
ate the respectable (and by this away from, the only meaningful
a
I mean those who are willing to and logical ultimate goal:
operate within the political pro- closer tie of morality with nacess) advocates and their solu- tional policy. No matter how
tions with those who appeal to much Tucker bemoans the fact,
the disavowal of the American the type of individual freedom
system. Such an association im- which involves the abhorrence of
mediately puts these men in an government cannot lead to a
unfavorable position. Second, it more moral nation or more moral
is highly unlikely that such an men, but only to a totally imapproach could appeal to a suf- potent nation and citizenry in reficient number to accomplish its gard to every pursuit.
negative objective of disruption;
Sanford Neiman '68
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Basketball
Looks Great
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The outlook for this year's Lord
basketball team is, in a word,
great. Basketball is the top athletic interest for Kenyon spectators, and this looks like it could be
a rewarding year for Lords' fans.
With all five starters back from
last year's 18-- 6 squad, Coach Bob
Harrison's troops are out to better that win mark, best in history. The schedule is pretty rough
and no one will play dead, but
with a little luck we should be
able to match buckets with any-
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The big deal, of course, is in
the backcourt, where the two best
guards in the Ohio Conference
this year reside. Sophomore John
Rinka and junior John Dunlop,
5'9" and 6' respectively, averaged
over 40 points a game between
them, mostly of the "long bomb"
type. Rinka showed shooting and
ballhandling skills that mark him
as a truly exciting ballplayer.
Dunlop took advantage of the
new playmaking help to pick up
some inside baskets.
Up front it's solid. Senior 6'4"
forwards Dick Fox and Terry
Parmelee want to make their last
year "the" big one. Fox is a cool,
steady player, the team's big
and an unsung hero who
only occasionally gets the headlines, as when his
shot beat Wooster last year.
Parmelee does everything well,
scoring big inside and out, rebounding, and running on the
break.
The center post will be manned by 6'3" Kit Marty with good
help from seven-footLarry
Finstrom, both juniors. Kit is
short but he's a leaper, very
quick, good off the boards, and
shoots well though not often.
Finstrom is finally getting the
skill to go with his size.
The bench could be a sore spot.
Several of last year's
especially in the forecourt,
are not with the team this year.
Ed Shook can play guard or forward, and Gregg Foster is a capable center. Greg Alexander, Don
Schwartz, Ron Ditmars, and Al
Ryan could also help out. The
freshmen, as a rule, seem question marks. The best could be
forward Phil Cass when he recovers from his bout with mononucleosis. Coach Harrison may
not be "forced to go to the bench
a great deal, but injuries to Dunlop and Parmelee have left them
on the brittle side. Overall,
look for the team to exhibit
the hustle, aggressiveness, rugged
defense, and superb
that mark a Harrison-coache- d
team.
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Other Freshmen

(Lyndhurst),

are: Jim Boyd

Robert Davies

(Poland), James Fackler (Kent),
and Jim O' Dair (Columbus,
Ind.). Returning lettermen are;
Pete

Arnold

(200

&

free-

500

style), Peter Cowen (50 & 100
freestyle), Dave Doyle (100 & 200
butterfly), Alan Gross (50 freestyle & 100 butterfly),
Co-capta-

in

outs a day. The main reason for
this is that one third of the entire
swimming season is in December,
starting with a big one on December 21: OAC relays at Oberlin.
The weekend following that, the
Lords open their home season
with powerful Ohio University on
Friday, and travel to Denison for
the new Great Lakes College
Association Invitational. Fourteen
teams have been invited to this
and, naturally, the Lords have
their sights set high.
Every team in the conference
has improved tremendously over
last year and at least four other
teams have the potential to swipe
the crown from the Lords. Denison, primary challenger at the
OAC Championships last year,
has replaced graduated
Doug Landgraf with a
huge freshman
turnout.
"The
Denison University Big Red have
plenty of reason for optimism,"
says their coach Ted Barclay.
Wittenberg feels they have added
the depth which they lacked last
year. Ohio Wesleyan, also with
fourteen
returning lettermen,
will be one of the top competitors for the title. Wooster, Baldwin Wallace, Muskingum, and
Hiram, all have strong freshmen
classes but will have to do a lot
of building to challenge the
powers this year.
The temporary loss of Dan Hale
and Doug Hutchinson will weaken Kenyon in the backstroke particularly, but hopefully they will
be back this week. A new ruling
in the OAC though will allow
Coach Russell to compensate for
this. Each swimmer is now allowed to participate in five events:
three individual, and two relays.
In the freestyle we have great
strength and depth. Our butter-flyer- s
have strengthened themselves over the summer and we
should show no weakness in this
department. Even with the Lords'
All-Americ-

ain

Ail-Americ-

an
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Howard Davis

Chip Lowery vies for ball control against Wheaton.

Soccer 2nd at Wheaton
by Murray Horwilz

J. C. Price saved it either brilliantly or routinely, whichever
two
At Wheaton,
Illinois,
weeks ago, the Kenyon Lords the occasion demanded. Halfproved that they were an excel- backs Jon Kaufman, Tom
lent team. From having talked Northrup, and Randy St. John
with some of the players after did a more than adequate job of
the game, I sensed that they hustling and getting the ball
down the field quickly and acproved it somewhat unconsciously. Goalies Jim Price and Rick curately. And the winning score
Haskins were angry with them- attests to the fine work of Alselves for having allowed three pern, Chris Bralower (who scorgoals betwen them; Ken Alpern ed two unassisted goals), Chip
complained of inaccuracy and not Lowery, and Ned Smyth (who
trapping well; and the whole also scored twice, once on an asbackfield talked about missed sist from Alpern and once on a
thereby taking
kicks and, in some cases, lack of penalty kick
the lead for the year in Ohio
hustle.
So they must not have realized Conference scoring).
how good they looked. The winIn Saturday's game the missed
4 to 3
ning score
certainly kicks were more frequent and
took it into account, though. I more expensive than they had
think the Lords must have been been on Friday. The ball was alplaying so well for so long that most never in Wheaton territory,
they began to think of themselves as the
score reas nothing special. If so, the Lake flects this. The Lords had a lot
Forest Foresters would have dis- of trouble
not in keeping the
agreed with them. It took a rare ball once they had it (their speed
well-kickball to get past full- took care of that) , but in simply
backs Biff Stickel, Andy Bersin, getting the ball. Alpern and
and Pete Bersin (who spent all Smyth were often fighting for the
morning heading and kicking al- ball, way back from their normal
most every ball that came their wing positions, and Bralower and
way out of Kenyon territory), Lowery had to move up from the
and when one did get through, insides frequently. Wheaton's five

Mid-Americ-

points might have been partly the
fault of the Lord goalies, but
Kenyon's zero was due to the fact
and
that the team lost the ball
at mid-fielin fact, the game
The team members, to a man,
attribute their success to Coach
Bob Harrison. The Ohio Conference agreed with them: Harrison
was named coach of the year in
the O.C. Other honors came as
Smyth, Bralower, and Andy Bersin (undoubtedly the fastest fullback in the tournament) were
named on the Tournament all-stteam, and the team received
the second place silver medal, set
in a walnut plaque. For Kenny
Alpern, it was a disappointment.
"Silver," he said, "doesn't go with
my complexion."
d.
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Dan Hale (100 & 200 backstroke
& 200 I.M.),
Doug
Hutchinson (200 I.M. & 100 freebreaststroker Jay
style, & 100 butterfly), Gregg
Offenberger (OAC diving cham- Moore gone, we are still stronger
pion), Mark Raymen (diver), and here than last year, one reason
Karl Ruttan (200, 500, 1000, and being the 10,000 yards a day
Greg Kalmbach put in
1650 freestyle).
The practices this year have all summer long. With all this in
been longer, harder, and more re- mind, the team is looking forward
warding. Some of the swimmers to the three toughest matches of
Ohio University,
feel that they are 2l2 months the season:
ahead of where they were at this Miami, and Bowling Green, all
Conference teams.
same time last year. One of the
Everything points to a very
conditioning methods used by the
successful swimming season!
Lords is water polo.
The team members gave up
Thanksgiving vacation to stay
TYPING
here and have two grueling work- MRS. RAY MIKLOS
Co-capt-

ed
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breaststroker) , Tom
(distance
Walther
freestyler),
and Mark Frank (breaststroker).
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All-Ame- ri-

re-boun- der

last-seco-

by Tom Baley
The Lords, hopefully heading
for their fifteenth straight OAC
Championship, are fielding, in
Coach Russell's words: "The best
team since I've been here." After
placing seventh in the NCAA
College Division Championship
last year in California, the Lords
are out to show the others a thing
or two. Evidence backing up
Coach Russell's optimism is a
team of five college division
two high school
and a total of fourteen returning lettermen. The
team
lost
Jay
Moore (breaststroke) ,
can Mike Brown (freestyle), Ted
Arnold (school-recor- d
butterfly),
Jack Crawford (backstroke) ,
Phil McManus (freestyle), and
Tim
Holder and Dave Munger.
Starting practice on the first of
September, playing water polo,
weightlifting,
and swimming,
were:
Larry Wit-n(Conference 50 & 100 freestyle champion),
Greg Kalmbach (200 OAC breast-strok- e
champion),
Bill Koller (100 OAC record
holder),
and
freestyler Bill Howard. The fine
freshman class includes Doug
Neff (prep-schobutterfly), Tom Northrup
Ail-Ameri-

t
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Swimmers Scouted
As Strongest Ever
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Pitney Announces
Trade-i- n

Policy

Following
(Editor's Note
a statement by Keith O.
Pitney concerning the Bookshop's new used book policy.)
is

The Kenyon College Bookshop is now in a position to
buy and sell used text books.
This basically will be how the
procedure will operate: The
Bookshop will at any time buy
back any text book that is currently in print and of the latest
addition. If the book is to be
used here at Kenyon the following semester, we will offer
half of the new price regardless whether the book is used
or not i.e. If a student bought
a used book which sold for
$8.50 new, he would have paid
S6.30 for it used. However, we
will buy the book back for
$4.25 or half the new price. If
the book is not going to be
used the following semester,
we will then offer a current
wholesale price as determined
by lists published by large text
book wholesalers.
This next
semester the Bookshop will be
stocking used books wherever
possible. We will also have a
certain amount of new books
on hand for those students who
want them.
As noted, the students are
now able to sell books at any
time during the year as opposed to twice a year under the
old system. Also the students
will be able to receive more
money for their books now
than under the old system
where they sold directly to the
wholesaler.

Hika

attempting

to fit

together

the pieces of an encounter they
both had with a pathological
punster. The images and situations flow and recur in such a
way as to express a progressing
and
sense of disillusionment
emptiness. Yet, I feel, there is
also within the movement of the
story a growing strength, awarea
ness, or maturing process
nameless quality that gives the
writer of the letter a stability
with which he seems to extract
himself from confusion of detail
that surrounds him.
There is another short story in
the magazine, "The Unadmitted
Man," by Joseph Whitehall. It is
sound and moves
technically
austerely and mutely through a
series of scenes to a conclusion,
The set
or rather, a punch-lin- e.

--

.

'

Israel

Continued from Page 1
ultimately setting up truce lines
and agreeing to halt violence.
In the following years, Harmon
observed the Arabs did not keep
the truce, but insisted on the role
of a belligerent by continuing
border war and closing the Suez
Canal to Israeli shipping. Finally,
in 1956, Israeli forces reciprocated with the Sinai campaign.
A indirect peace in 1956 worked through the United Nations
put a U.N. force on the Gaza
Strip between Israel and Egypt,
and gave Israel access to the Gulf
of Aqaba. This settlement resulted in, "not peace but quiescence," according to the Ambassador. "We weren't fooled," he
added.
In January 1964, an Arab summit decided on a future campaign
to destroy Israel. The Arab escalation ended with the six-da- y
war
of June, following U.N. withdrawal from the Gaza Strip at
Egyptian request. The war ended
with temporary truce lines standing at this time.
Speaking of the future, Harmon
called for negotiations. "You cannot reconstitute an egg," he said
referring to the 1949 armistice,
"and it is time to make a new
egg which should be peace." The
nations should set up permanent
boundaries and recognize everybody, he said.

Draft
Continued from Page 1
fused to apply for conscientious
objector because "getting a CO.
is complying with the system."
Draft cards will be turned in
December 4 in most major cities.
Peaceful demonstrations
against
the draft have been slated for
Cincinnati on December 6, and a
sit-i- n
at induction centers the
next day.
Cincinnati officials have promised full enforcement of the law
for all dissenters.

ting of the story appears to be
the American war in Viet-Nabut I had difficulty in deciding
Nazi
between that and war-tim- e
Germany.
This ambiguity enhances the force of the climax,
but the climax, and for that matter the whole organization of the
story, is a little too transparently
a moral for my taste. The story
would have made an interesting
not come
movie had Blow-U- p
first.
There is too much variety in
the poetry of this issue for me to
say the issue exhibits a particular
leaning for one kind of poetry.
Appropriately, the poems of Jeffrey Fisher and Carl Thayler
confront each other roughly at
They all appear on the
page to be rather similar poems
whittled and spare of liesurely
always
grammatical linkings
the relief of watching a difficult
area of possibilities traversed by
the simpliest and most efficient
the two
Nevertheless,
route.
poets display sensibilities which
point in substantially different
directions; and even the brief
samplings presented in this magazine show that both Thayler and
Fisher make each poem they
write the product of a unque
kind of energy, taking off on an
independent course. It is helpful
to see Carl Thayler's "Gambier"
sequence beside the earlier ver
m,

Continued from page 2
of modern literature very effectively in short space.
Thomas Coakley's short story,
"Just Speaking," is paced beautiprose
fully, with a finely-tune- d
style. It is an exceptional piece
of writing, and I find it difficult
to say much about it since as a
story it consists entirely in its
own particular experience which
it articulates with clarity. The
story is done in the form of a
letter, from a young man to his
ex-lov- e,
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sion that appeared in last spring's
Hika. The poem, especially the
second part, has been pared away
of its dramatic detail until only
a telegraphic series of personal
relationships
between
remains
the poet and his chain of images.
The very beautiful "In Up
Through" poem shows a sophisticated control over the personal voice in the poem at times
the poet speaks from the surface, at other times he holds himself at a distance and treats the
surface like an object. Throughout, the voice is continually
aware of changing conditions and
speaks accordingly.
I like Jeffrey Fisher's poems
most when there are many words
working in the poem to fill out
the texture naturally. A poem
such as "Eve of St. Marks" is
too
a cryptogram,
too stripped of external detail for
the first person presence in the
poem to have any sort of real
force. The "I" in that poem is
apt to be a very hazy location
for many readers, a sort of pointless mask. This is what doesn't
happen in poems such as "Artur
Kosiakowski Is" or "Jim Morgan
Makes a Poem," poems which
have a quality of resilient wit
which takes the burden of proof
off the "I" and lets the verbal
message come through clearly of
itself. I like also the "Miniature
self-consciou-

sly

30, 1967

Hell

Continued from Page 1
represents philosophy and idealism. The devil holds the traditional role of the tempter. The
devil "deludes men's thinking,
opposes virtue, advocates hedonism, and preaches perpetual untruth, "Connell explains.
Anna's father is an animated
statue of a war hero. The senile
has a "petrified
commanded
brain" and brings comic relief to
the controversy.
Drama 200, the sponsor of the
play, is a group of senior drama
majors who decided they needed
mors practical experience in productions. They will present three
full-scaplays during the year,
including: "Dona Juan," Albee's,
"The Zoo Story," in March; and
an adaptation of "The Sandbox,"
in April.
le

Prayer Object". for the grace with
which it disposes of the parts of
a scene into a dramatic flow; the
timeless, emblematic nature of
the scene comes upon the reader
as a gradual awareness.

at Dorothy's

Dine
Beer

-

Sandwiches

Open 8 a.m. to 11:45 p.nn.
Monday - Saturday

6641. RACING CARS, RACING CARS. By R. Hough. All the
thrill i color and excitement of the eventful years the car:
and the races from Germany's Nurburgring to the Indianapolis 500. Almost 300 action photos
many in Full Color.
Orig. Pub. at $5.95.
Only $2. ft
8433. AIRCRAFT, AIRCRAFT, AIRCRAFT. By J. Taylor. Over
200 black A white photos Including many rare ones & engravings, 24 pages In full color. A fascinating picture history from
the time of the early balloonlsts to today's jets, helicopters,
space capsules and every kind of aircraft. 8Vi x 11.
Import Special 52.98
6927. THE BOOK OF AMERICAN SKIING. By E. Bowen. Ski
Ed. of Sports
Illustrated.
More than 300 photos, many in
color. Big panorama of history, techniques, resorts, compe:tion
and fun, military exploits, personalities, fashions, Olympics,
etc. 8'2 x II 12. Orig. Pub. at $17.50.
Only $5.95
BOGART:
The Man and His Filmi. By P.
8405. HUMPHREY
Michael. More than 100 photos in scenes from every one of his
75 films' with a concise synopsis of the story and complete cast
and credits. The story of the man and his mystique which made
him a legend in his own
8'a x 9a.
Only S3. 95
Pub. at $7.95.
6778. BOGEY: Tne Films of Humphrey BogoH. By Clifford
in
pictorial
this
album of
McCarty. Over 400 photographs
Bogart's films with synopses of his 75 feature films plus other
appearances with casts and credits the largest collection of
pictures of a single actor in book form. 8'i x II.
Only $2.98
Pub. at $6.95.
6784. IMMORTALS OF THE SCREEN. Ed. by Ray Stuart.
biq
Over 400 memorable photographs. A
album of movie
stills with brief biographies of Hollywood's most glamorous
stars: Gable, Leslie Howard. Harlow. W. C. Fields, the
Valentino Bogart, Beery, and many more. B1 x
New, complete ed. Only $2.98
Orig. pub. at $7.50.
6620. THE FILMS OF CHARLIE CHAPLIN. Ed. by G. D.
McDonald. M. Conway and M. Ricci. With 328 photos. A
pictorial record of the career of The Little Tramp taken from
his 80 films from his debut in 1914 to his last picture A King
in New. York, released in 1957, including
casts, credits and
in many wonderful nostalgic shots. 8'j x
V
Orig. pub. at $7 95.
New, complete ed. Only $2 98
8608. THEORIES IN LOGIC. By W. Windelband. The eminent German philosopher and historian writes on the principles of logic and values which heralded the return to
idealism to Kant. Pub, at S? 75.
Only $J.OO
life-tim-
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OF WORLD AVIATION.

By Lt.

Col.

Gene Gurney. Comprehensive, valuable reference work
tracing the history of man's attempts to conquer space, with
each step in aviation growth covered from balloons to
supersonic aircraft. Pub. at $5.95.
Only $2.98
Pictorial History: HOW SWEET IT WAS.
Youman. Huge historical panorame with
of the shows, personalities,
1,435 photos and commentary
comedians, music, specials, panels and quiz shows, Congressional hearings, news shots, campaigns
and elections; from
trivial moments to significant events unique and fascinating.
Orig. Pub. at $12.50.
Only $4.95
8'2 x
8000. vTHE POSTER: Its History and Its Art. By E. Metxl. Richly
illus. survey of the poster, from the Renaissance to the present
day as art and advertisement. 166 examples in color and
Beards-ley- ,
halftone by great names including Toulouse-Lautrec- ,
Forain, Cheret, Penfield, Hohlwein, plus, masters of the
Bass,
movement
Giusti,
Leupin,
Cassandre, Rand,
modern
Kauffer, and the author. 8', x I. Pub. at $15.00.. Only $6.95
8195.
MAN AND TIME. By J. B. Priestley. Lavishly frustrated with hundreds of pictures Including 60 In color,
one of England's great writers reveals man's knowledge of
the concept of Time-cloc- ks,
sun dials, physics and metaphysics, mathematics and literature, from primitive times
to the present. 8 'A x II. Orig. Pub. at $14.95.
Only $5.95
8125. THE TRADITIONAL ARTS OF JAPAN. A Complete
Illustrated Guide. By H. Batterson Boger. 435 illustrations
including
369 photos, 26 co or reproductions & 40 line
drawings. All the arts, crafts and ceremonies of Japan painting, prints, sculpture, metal work, enameling, architecture,
gardens, weaving, costume, dolls, masks, Ainu folk art, floral
V4.
art, tea and incense ceremonies. 8V4 x
New, complete ed. Only $8.95
Orig. Pub. at $17.50.
BUSES, TROLLEYS AND TRAMS. By C. S. Dun.
8431.
bar. Over 200 black & white photos & engravings; 24 full
8135.
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AND ITS ENVIRONS. The Domestic
By Italo Wm. Ricciuti. Introd. by TalArchitecture
bot F. Hamlin. Depicts the unique beauty of the exteriors and
interiors of buildings in the New Orleans area's most interesting period. 195 large photos of Vieux Carre, Garden District
& Plantation
houses, ironwork, doorways, staircases, mantels,
cornices and dormers, plus 18 full page plates of measured
drawings. BV2 x 12. Orig. Pub. at $10.00.
Only $3.95
ORLEANS

S!

Drawings '

cf

AUDREY EARM--

n

NEW

d

IP.

pages In color. Horse-drawand cable cars, trotleyi
steam and Naphtha cars to the modern highway buses,
Import Special $2.98
throughout the world. 8i x II.
8625. Pictorial History of THE CIVIL WAR: The Artist's
Record. By H. W. Williams, Jr. 166 memorable reproductions
of paintings, watercolors, drawings and sculptures In monochrome and Full Color with carefully researched text quotations and narrations provide a searching study of the Civil
War. Pub. at $12.50.
Only $5.95
819B.

8498. JAMES JOYCE IN PARIS: HIS FINAL YEARS. By G
Prpund A V. B Carleton. Preface bv Simone de Beauvolr
Magnificent volume offers a glowing record of
88 Photos.
and ot a literary
a great writer, of the city he loved,
of World War II. with
eooch that ended with the
fascinating accounts of his friends, the bookshops, views ofj
vniy jj.ts
Paris, etc. Pub. at jH.bu.
8420. THE GUN AND ITS DEVELOPMENT.
By Wm. W. Greener
A facsimile reprint of the famous 9th edition long out of prirv
and selling for as high as $100 in the rare book market. A his
:ory of f.rearms, with descriptions and illustrations of ancierv
snd modern weapons, manufacturing
processes, ballistics, anc
other encyclopaedic
information.
Over 800 pages. 8J4 x 7
Only $7.95
8153.
LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RENAISSANCE AND
BAROQUE ART. Ed. by Rene Huyghe. Over 1000 works of
art Illus., 45 In full color plus maps. Magnificently Illus. volume covers the 5 most Important centuries in world art from
Giotto through da Vinci, Michelangelo and Rembrandt to
and Boucher painting, architecture, ceramics, sculpture, tapestries, etc. B'j x
Pub. at $20.00. Only $9.95
DANIEL TO PAUL. Ed. by Gaalyahu Cornfeld. Illus
8102.
with hundteds of photographs many in coior; maps and
drawings. A magnificent volume of pictorial history and teit
covering the events in Judea during the four centuries from
the conquests ot Alexander to the rise of Christianity mclud
ing a wealth of arena eoiogi c al data, Dead Sea Scrolls, the
War. the conflict between faith and Graeco-Romaformat,
might and civilization. Deluxe 8V1
in
Only $4.95
printed
Israel. Pub. at $13.95.
Writings.
FRANZ MARC: Watercolors. Drawings and
8661.
Text and notes by Lankhett. With 16 beautiful Full Color matted watercolor illustrations of Marc's famous animals all
suitable for framing. 17 black and white drawings. Strikingly
handsome volume of the finest work of the German cubist
painter. IP, x 12V,. Pub. at $20.00.
Only $11.95
8486. TANKS AND ARMOR IN MODERN WARFARE. By
&
32
Cary.
Photos
James
8 Maps. Tank development Is traced
in detail from the early years of this century through to the
sophisticated armor of today, with famous tank actions
movingly described. Pub. at $5.95.
Only
CLEAR FOR ACTION: The Photographic Story of
8271.
1893-196F.
Lancelot.
M.
Hailey
By
Modern Naval Combat
4
With 400 superb photos plus charts, diagrams, logs and
statistics. Every battle of Importance, every new development In ships, submarines and tactics within the years of
modern naval warfare are dramatically told In this huge
BV, X IMA volume. Pub. at $12.50
Only $4.95
6171.
FAMOUS SYMPHONIC POEMS IN SCORE. Contains
6 works
Lisit,
by 13 composers, including: Debussy,
Moussorgsky,
Sibelius,
Stravinsky, Tchaikovsky.
Pub. at 7.bU.
Only $3.95
on-rus- h
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Originally published to
sell at $2.98 to $25.00
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8326.

THE

COLLECTED DRAWINGS OF AUBREY" BEARDS-LEY- .
Appreciation by Arthur Symons. Ed. by B. Harris.
lh
mos un'quet comprehensive collection ever
iUi'
""In
published full of Beardsiey's beauty and decadence, sensu
allty and sin. Incl. all major works and many previously sup- Dressed
rnmnlala cidinn
.!... t..i
large
section of wicked forgeries! B'j x II. Extraordinary value.
!
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